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Personal information systems usability and contents
tailoring by users
1

C. Detraux 1 and D. L. Scapin 1
INRIA, Domaine de Voluceau, 78153, Le Chesnay Cedex, France

Abstract - This paper describes an experiment on the
usability of a new personal information management system
on internet (PIMI). The goals are to evaluate its usability,
and to assess user tailoring as an evaluation technique.
Thirty users participated to the study : a first part consisted
in a standard user test (SUT) and a second part was a
usability test with tailoring by users (UTT). Overall, a total
of 51 usability problems were diagnosed. Among those, 32
resulted from SUT, and 19 from UTT. Part of the latter (11)
are additional to the ones identified during SUT, and to
those diagnosed previously by usability inspection (UI with
Ergonomic Criteria). The active involvement of users
through customization scenarios appear to provide
additional cues for usability assessment, and for design
(new generic usability recommendations).
Keywords: Usability evaluation; evaluation methods; user
tailoring; personal information systems; e-gov.
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Introduction

Personal information management systems (PIMs)
and tools are now widely offered on internet and
smartphones to support our daily lives, as citizen,
employees, stakeholders, family members, friends, etc.
Such novel systems and tools need to be usable, especially
for reaching the goal of various government initiatives for
“paperless” administrative procedures. The study presented
here has been conducted with that goal, in a ANR-PIMI
project which aims at developing a Personal Information
Space on Internet for supporting remote e-procedures
(getting a passport, paying taxes, obtaining social services,
etc.). This study follows up on previous work that
contributed to the iterative design of the current prototype.
An initial research [1] carried out several usability studies:
1 administrative forms analysis; 3 "focus groups" on
information storage, and on sharing; 1 online questionnaire
on the same topics for a wider range of audience; 1 "cardsorting" study to validate categories created by users and to
organize their information. All the design/ evaluation
iterative steps led to a PIMI mock-up, taking into account
users' needs as they were collected. Another research [2]
complemented the approach through an experiment to
validate the information content and structure of the mockup that was partly modifiable. The results allowed to
validate the item structure for the future personal space,

and started assessing user modifications as evaluation cues,
and provided usability recommendations. Going further, in
the current study, the goal is twofold: evaluate the usability
of the advanced PIMI prototype (in terms of contents and
structure), and investigate the role of various methods in
usability problems diagnosis. In the experiment, a standard
user test (SUT) and a test with tailoring (UTT) are
compared. The results are then compared to a previous
usability inspection (UI). This paper first reviews some
aspects of the literature on PIMs, on user tailoring, and on
usability methods comparisons. Then, the experiment
method, procedure, material, participants, and main results
are presented. The conclusion discusses lessons learned
and directions for future work.

2

Other Work

Personal Information Management Systems
(PIMs) refers to studies on how users manage their data
and personal documents. From a usability point of view,
the literature is not yet very rich. Some are partly covered
in CSCW conferences [3], of course mainly on
cooperation, groups, social interactions; and on societal
aspects in [4]. Other papers are more directly concerned
with usability for individuals, such as « user's personal
digital ecosystem » in [5], or about the evolution of usage
with tablets in [6], or on privacy in [7], and [8]. Also
contributions concerned facilitated form-filling in [9], web
search in [10], and supporting flexibility between devices
in [11]. Some studies attempted, through longitudinal
studies, to understand how people make notes and archive
their information in [12], or looked at mobile practices in
[13]. However, very little can be found on usability
assessment, as reported in [2, op.cit.], in which, besides a
review of 15 PIM tools, highlights are provided about the
organization and information retrieval aspects among
which hierarchical structures seem still to be the most
widespread and users favorite [14] [15] [16] [17], but that
also show users difficulties in creating consistent and
meaningful hierarchical structures, and in naming
categories/items. Our current experiment attempts to go
further on those issues of personal information structure
and naming.
User tailoring. Previous work [2, op.cit.] reviewed
the literature on tailoring and personalization. No real
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novel contributions were found beyond [18] [19] [20] [21]
on user modifications in systems design/development, its
usability and impact on usability measurements. On the
other hand, many papers relate to other issues, such as
recommender systems [22], social networks [23], games
[24], physical environments [25], e-learning [26], etc. In
short, very few experimental results exist about user
modifications as a means of usability evaluation. This
study on a prototype intends to complement this by
providing new empirical results.
Usability evaluation methods (UEMs) are numerous
(see [27]). Comparing them is very complex and lengthy,
especially when following guidelines and criteria such as in
[28] [29]. In a thorough literature review [30] issues were
reported (see [31] [28 & 29, op.cit] [32]), such as using
appropriate metrics, problem severity, whether putative
usability problems extracted in analyses are genuine,
thoroughness, problem similarity, and usability problem
interpretation. In the current study, we attempted to
alleviate these difficulties through a thorough problem
coding. However, while we used a rather large set of
participants in the experiment, the usability inspection
carried out was only co-conducted by 2 experts, unlike the
above study [30, op.cit.].

3

Experiment

The goal of the experiment is to evaluate the PIMI
prototype through information on the intuitive user
behavior. The specific objectives are to verify: the usability
of the user interface when entering/ filling information;
finding items; modifying contents (categories/ sections
names, items display order, deactivating items); the
understandability of current naming of categories, sections,
and items; the appropriateness of the information structure;
and the level of tailoring that users intuitively perform; and
its role on usability problems diagnosis.

3.1

Method and procedure

The sessions were conducted individually and
supervised by the experimenter. They were conducted in
the participants’ own working or study environment
(offices for researchers and administrative staff; computer
room for students). This allowed easy access to their
personal belongings (bags, wallets, diaries, personal or
work computers) for the tasks required. The prototype was
presented on a laptop computer and sessions recorded with
a screen capture software (video and sound). A pilot test
was conducted with one subject to assess the
experimenter’s discourse and to calibrate scenarios
duration (in order, for the experiment to last less than one
hour). The sessions were conducted in three main phases:
- Initially: presentation of the project, of the experiment
objectives, and of the prototype (how to navigate, enter,

save and modify the PIMI). The participants were
encouraged to think aloud about their difficulties in relation
to the task scenarios, the tool, the data.
- A phase of work on the tasks and scenarios: in a first
part, 4 task scenarios were proposed consecutively:
Scenario 1: personal identification tasks (e.g., enter name,
identity card information, address, phone); Scenario 2:
tasks about professional contacts and student curriculum.;
Scenario 3: data entry tasks on two types of forms;
Scenario 4: to verify whether proposed redundancies are
understood, accepted and the path(s) followed to find them.
In a second part, two steps were proposed: a first step
where a scenario required to make changes according to the
instructions (function "Custom PIMI" or "Customization
Options" to "Enter and View Information"). A second step
required the participants to browse the entire prototype
structure to make the changes they wished.
- Finally, a questionnaire allowed the participants to
comment on the prototype, and on the difficulties they had.
The questions were "closed" (yes-no or list of options).
However, the experimenter encouraged the participants to
justify their answers orally (audio recording) or in writing.

3.2

Material

Information items. The latest results from a previous
study [2] resulted in a structure of information items with
10 categories, with 35 sub-categories : Identity (personal
identity, ID papers, family); Work (current work/ affiliation
details, career, student curriculum, and professional
contacts); Papers (ID papers, salary sheets, social security
card); Contacts (personal & professional); Agenda
(personal & professional); Transportation (private, public);
Codes (entry codes, locks, phones, passwords, websites,
credit cards); Finance (income and benefits, investments,
loans, bank accounts); Taxes (income tax reference, tax
deductions, tax bracket, property tax, housing tax); Health
(social security & health insurance, physicians, medical
records, emergency contact person), for a total of 73
information items.
Prototype. The PIMI prototype (PC V0.3) was
available locally with a Firefox browser on a Windows
platform. Figure 1 shows a screen shot of the prototype.
Experimenter’s equipment : video screen capture
software: NCH Software : it allows recording the entire
sessions through video capture of the screen, as well as all
the user comments (with the participants’ authorization).
Observation checklists cards are also completed by the
experimenter during the sessions to gather the most
relevant information on various aspects explained in the
scenario descriptions.
Participants’ equipment : laptop with prototype and
capture software installed. Description sheets with
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scenarios and tasks to perform. Additional forms: when
participants did not have expected data, the experimenter
provided them with business cards of a specialist doctor, of
a colleague, etc. Uploadable files required in the scenarios
are installed (e.g., fictitious identity card.jpg, academic
career.pdf). Final questionnaire with questions about the
prototype, its use and opinions on such personal
information systems, with a specific part on tailoring and
associated involvement of participants.

administratives: 42/124, researchers: 39/124). On the other
hand, for UTT, students modified much more (90
modifications, i.e., 19 naming, 37 masking, and 34 order),
while 75 for the administratives (i.e., 16, naming, 32
masking, and 34 order), and 50 for the researchers (i.e., 7
naming, 34 masking, and 9 order). Noticeably, answers to
the questionnaire showed that the 5 participant’s negative
opinion on tailoring easiness are 3 researchers and 2
administratives. Overall, it seems that younger users
(students) incline more at suggesting and tailoring.
Difficulties in finding information. In Scenario 1,
16,1% participants had difficulties finding the item
« Parents ». In Scenario 2, only 3,2% had difficulties
finding the item « Professional Contacts ». In Scenario 3,
58,1% could not find the items « Social Security» and
« Specialized Physician », and 19,4% had trouble finding
them. In Scenario 4, 33,3% had trouble finding « I.D.»
(attached file), and 3,3% could not find it at all. In other
words, accessing categories and sub-categories is not a
problem, unlike finding individual items.

Figure 1. A Screenshot of PIMI Prototype

3.3

Participants

The sessions were conducted with 30 participants: 10
researchers (computer science institute); 10 administrative
staff (computer science institute and university); and 10
university students. They were 16 male (53.3%) and 14
female (46.6%). The average age was 36.06 years (s.d. 16.8
y). For researchers, 8 were male (80%) and 2 female
(20%). Age average was 47.5 years (s.d. 17.48 y). For
administrative staff, 9 were female (90%) and 1 male
(10%). Age average was 41.2 years (s.d 11.4 y). For
students, 7 were male (70%) and 3 female (30%). Age
average was 19.5 years (s.d. 1.17 y).

4

Results

Session duration averaged 46.93 mn. (s.d. 10.16). In
the category researchers, it was 46.3 mn. (s.d. 8.38). For
"administrative staff", it was 51.9 mn. (s.d 11.76). For
"students", it was 42.6 mn. (s.d. 8.69).
Analyses are based on observed difficulties and errors, as
well as participants comments. Difficulties include delays
finding information, idle time, messy navigation; Errors
include wrong or unsyntactical actions; Comments are
expressed by participants during sessions, or in a
questionnaire. Most comments reinforce the observed
difficulties or errors. It is noticeable that the problems were
diagnosed from: observed errors and difficulties (33%),
participants’ comments (27%), and 40% from both.
Concerning participants groups, no differences were
found in terms of errors for SUT (students: 43/124,

Naming issues. The terms participants had a few
understanding difficulties with are : (in personal
identifications) family situation (6/30), birth name (3/30),
birth location (1/8) ; (in colleagues’ information) number
(11/30) ; (in student curriculum) university curriculum and
courses (2/30) ; (in social security) beneficiary (8/30),
coverage period (25/30), number (11/30) ; (in other health
specialists) personalized name (28/30). To summarize, a
few terms are either not well chosen, or lack precision, or
are not presented in a sufficient context.
Navigation difficulties : 19/30 participants had least 1
difficulty (only one had 4 (total 33, average 1,1 ; s.d. 1,15).
Some difficulties led to errors : in Scenario 1, 7/30 had
difficulties, and 3 errors ; in Scenario 2, 5/30 difficulties,
and 2 errors ; in Scenario 3, 4/30 difficulties, and 2 errors ;
in Scenario 4, 5/30 difficulties, and 1 error ; in Scenario
5.1 (modification) 7/30 difficulties, and 3 errors ; in
Scenario 5.2 (modification) 5/30 difficulties, and 4 errors.
Usability problems are mainly related to navigation buttons,
and lack of short-cuts.
Saving forms led to 30 difficulties : 70% participants had
at least 1 difficulty, and 3 participants with 3 difficulties.
They concerned : scenario 1 (13 difficulties including 2 that
led to error) ; scenario 2 (7 difficulties including 4 that led
to error) ; scenario 3 (9 difficulties including 2 that led to
error) ; scenario 4 was not concerned by the save function ;
scenario 5.1. (none); scenario 5.2. led to 1 error. The issues
here relate to lack of feedback, and naming confusions.
Errors confirm the issues above. A total of 124 errors was
observed through the experiment (average 4,13 per
participant ; sd 2,17) : Scenario 1 : average 1,13 ; sd 1,25,
with at least 1 error for 18 participants, and 5 for 1
participant ; Scenario 2 : average 1,3 ; sd 1,2, with at least 1
error for 20 participants, and 4 for 1 participant ; Scenario
3 : average 1,3 ; sd 1,05, with at least 1 error for 23
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participants, and 5 for 1 participant ; Scenario 4 : only 1
error ; Scenario 5.1 : 3 errors for 3 participants (1 each) ;
Scenario 5.2 : 8 errors (average 0,26 ; sd. 0,69), with at
least 1 error for 5 participants, and 3 for 1.

4.1

Personalization

To study the way people modify their personal information
content and structure, 2 scenarios were proposed along 2
distinct steps : Step 1 followed a set of modification
instructions the participants completed. The goal was to
familiarize the participants with the tailoring functions, and
to observe their potential difficulties. Step 2 was at the
participants’ initiative : they were asked to modify the PIMI
content and structure as they wished.
4.1.1
Modifications by instructions
Paths followed : For naming, 63,3 % participants went
directly to the tailoring function, while 6,7% went to each
category; the other 30% chose to start first with categories,
then concluded with the tailoring function. For masking
categories, 86,7 % participants went directly to the tailoring
function, while 13,3% participants used both ways.
Difficulties : For naming changes, 90 % participants had
no trouble ; only 6,7% took a little time and only 3,3% did
not succeed. For masking categories, 56,7 % had no
trouble ; 36,7% took a little time and only 6,7% did not
succeed. For order modification 43,3 % had no trouble ;
36,7% took a little time. For reinitializing the default
structure, there was no major difficulty, 96,7 % did it
easily, only 3,3% took a bit more time.
4.1.2
User initiative modifications
Table 1 shows a total de 222 modifications (researchers C1
to C10, administrative A1 to A10, students (E1 to E10),
with an average of 7,4 per participant (sd: 4,79).
Table 1 : User Initiative Modifications
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All participants made modifications: from just 1 by 4
participants, up to 17 by 1 participant. Table 1 also shows
the most common modifications (103 masking
modifications, 77 categories order modifications, and 42
naming modifications).
- for Naming, 22 modifications concerned categories (40 %
participants), and 20 sub-categories (40 % participants).
- for Masking, 58 modifications concerned categories (93,3
% participants), 22 sub-categories (14,3 % participants),
and 23 items (3,2 % participants).
- for Order modifications, 50% participants made at least 2
modifications (maximum 9 modifications).
Finally, despite the fact the tailoring function did not offer
that, a set of modifications were expressed by 47 %
participants : adding categories or sub-categories (33 %) ;
splitting a category (0.6 %) ; moving sub-categories (0.6
%) ; distinguishing data entry from data retrieval (0.3 %) ;
changing the color coding, the character size (0.6 %).

4.2

Questionnaire Results

At the end of the scenarios sessions, the participants
were asked to answer a questionnaire consisting of two
parts: a first part with specific questions about tailoring,
and a second part with more general questions about the
PIMI prototype, and improvements they would like to see.
Part 1 : questions on tailoring
Most participants (83.3%) liked the capability of modifying
the structure of their personal Information space. Most
participants (93.3%) also found it easy for categories
naming modifications, and for sub-categories naming
modifications (80%). It was also easy for masking
categories and sub-categories (93.3%). It was judged much
less easy for modifying categories order (36.7%). In
addition, the participants suggested other types of
modifications that were not implemented in the prototype,
such as : adding new categories and sub-categories (9/20) ;
changing the visual design, e.g., colors, formats (4/30) ; and
providing forms horizontally (2/30).
Part 2 : general questions and improvements
A slight majority of the participants (60%) feel ready to use
a system like the PIMI prototype. Their motivation is
mainly the capability of centralizing all their data, and limit
paper use. For those who felt less ready (33.3%) and those
not ready at all (6.7%), their main concern are security and
trust. Most participants (80%) said they did nor experience
difficulties in using the prototype. Only a few expressed
difficulties either moderate (16.7%) or strong (3.3%). In
addition, 25/30 participants (86,2%) made suggestions for
improvement, basically attempting to alleviate some of the
usability problems found earlier.
From a more methodological point of view, it is noticeable
that, overall, the various usability evaluations conducted in
this study led to the diagnosis of a larger set of usability
problems than simply asking users through a questionnaire.
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However, the participants’ answers, particularly through
their suggestions confirmed part of the problems identified.

5

Discussion

User tailoring: The active participation in that
session was strong: a total of 222 modifications were made,
and all participants made at least one change with a
maximum of 17 for one participant (average 7,4
modifications per participant, sd. 4,79).
The modifications can be characterized by 4 main goals: to
simplify (through masking and changing names); to clarify
(through the change of names); to facilitate access (through
the change order categories); to secure (through masking).
Some methodological lessons can be learned:
- participants’ modifications help identify additional
usability problems.
- the participants felt having a more important role, express
themselves more, provide criticisms, advice and express
their preferences. In short, they take ownership of the
system, even strengthening their opinion on some usability
issues that did not seem too "troublesome" initially.
- considering the need for today's systems being used for a
wider audience, varying in terms of age, sex, occupation,
skills, and contexts, it is effective to provide tailoring
functions for the users (e.g., for vocabulary, techniques,
navigation needs).
In short, facilitating users’ role as “actors” rather than
“passive” participants has strong merits.
Usability Methods comparison: Figure 1 shows the
number of usability problems diagnosed through the 3
usability methods (Standard Usability Testing (SUT),
Usability Testing with Tailoring (UTT), and Usability
Inspection (UI).
Overall, there are no real significant differences in the
usability problems nature, except the obvious different
interaction states in which they occurred, due to the task
scenarios (modification states for UTT, and data entry
states for SUT). However:
- There is about the same number of specific usability
problems for each evaluation technique : 9 for UI (26% of
total) ; 11 for SUT (34% of total) ; 11 for UTT (58% of
total). In percentage though, UTT has the highest score of
specific problems.
- There are many (highest score) problems common to UI
and SUT (21, i.e., 62% of UI and 66% of SUT).
- There are much less problems common to UI and UTT (8,
i.e., 24% of UI and 42% of UTT).
- There are even less problems common to SUT and UTT
(4, i.e., 12% of SUT. and 21% of UTT).
- There are very few problems common 3 ways to UI, SUT
and UTT (4, i.e., 12% of UI, 12% of SUT and 21% of
UTT).

Figure 1 – Usability problems per evaluation method
Also, it can be noticed that :
- (for their 4 common ones) there is no problem common to
SUT and UTT that is not also diagnosed with UI.
- (for their 21 common ones) 17 problems have been
diagnosed with both SUT and UI, but only 4 also
diagnosed with UTT.
- (for their 8 common ones) 4 problems have been
diagnosed with both UTT and UI, and 4 also diagnosed
with SUT.
Unlike previous findings in [25, op.cit.], SUT and UTT do
not seem to lead to more problem diversity than UI.
However, it shows that SUT and UTT seems particularly
efficient for the diagnosis of problems that require a
particular state of interaction to be detectable. On the other
hand, UI supports the identification of problems directly
observable, often related to learnability and basic usability.!

6

Conclusion

This paper reported research work associated with the
usability evaluation of a prototype for personal information
management. The experiment, with 30 participants
(researchers, administrative, and students), followed 4
classical task scenarios for user testing, and 1 scenario
allowing participants’ tailoring of the prototype information
structure and content.
First some limits should be pointed out, such as:
- For both SUT and UTT, the experimenter’s presence may
have hindered access to some prototype functions (e.g., online help) as it was just simpler to ask the experimenter.
- Also, except in the modification scenario, participants
remained focused on the tasks, not exploring further. User
monitoring through time may be useful.
- A varied set of usability problems has been diagnosed.
However, there was no control on the usability flaws,
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resulting (involuntarily) from the design by a partner
company specialized in e-government applications and
tools design. This prevents of course from generalizing
fully to all other applications of this kind. In the future, it
would be interesting to introduce voluntarily a large set of
usability flaws over all states of the application, with a full
variation of usability problem types, in order to have a
control on the total number of problems, their nature and
location, therefore allowing to extract the full set of
diagnoses according to each evaluation technique ... but
that is quite complex to do and very time consuming.
- only the information structure and content of the
prototype were evaluated, but not yet its e-procedures
which will be implemented later this year.
The results allowed the diagnosis of 51 usability problems
and led to recommendations for improving the final version
of the prototype.
From a methodological point of view, we investigated the
relative role of the two evaluation methods used in the
experiment (standard user test (SUT) and user test with
tailoring (UTT)). Additionally, the results were also
compared to results from a usability inspection (UI).
The three evaluation techniques are quite complementary,
but direct involvement of the users through a tailoring
scenario enriches the evaluation, pointing at unexpected
paths, function use, understanding of concepts, etc.
While usability inspection based on Ergonomic Criteria
allowed to make a general diagnosis for usability problems
(several types and in many states of the interface), user test
allowed to identify similar types of problems, but with a
more detailed focus, despite only on a fewer interaction
states.
Using tailoring scenarios allows users to express
themselves more about the system by showing their
preferences and thus promoting a more collaborative
design and evaluation process.
Overall, the active and direct participation of users by
providing new structures, terms, pathways, and functions
lead to very rich usability cues for evaluation and design.
For future research work, several issues seem worth
investigating:
- security and trust is still an issue, even though a positive
perception seems facilitated by user involvement in
tailoring structure and content, but little is known yet about
the full picture, with e-procedures.
- real usage: one must find ways of actually evaluating real
use through innovative and intelligent tools for collecting
real-time user data, including on evolutionary tailoring.
- mobility: PIMs, such as the prototype evaluated in our
study with a PC, will obviously need to be used on
smartphones and other tablets. A mobile PIMI version is
being developed, but its usability, and compatibility with
PC version, including its plasticity will need to be assessed.
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